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MGAA- 7/cr

Subject: REDSOX/AERODYNAMU - The Personnel and Financial Set-up of the
-	 Project:

1.	 CSOB/K

a.	 Personnel and Duties: •

(1) CARTHAGE 16 W/T operator
(2) CARTHAGE 12''cL W/T operator
(3) CARTHAGE 13( 7 W/T operator and local contact,specalist
(4) CARTHAGE 15F- W/T trainee
(5) CARTHAGE 16 /..":- W/T trainee
(6) CARTHAGE 3f° - Disposal case; no duties

b. lae of Clearance: 
CARTHAGES 3, 10, 12 and 13 have FOC; whereas 15 and 16 to date

have only received POC.

c. i. All the CARTHAGES get 80 DM pocket money per month.
CARTIAGES 10, 12, 13, 15 and 16 are allotted 5 DM for food

per day. CARTHAGE 3 who lives alone and maintains a separate mess is allotted
10 DM per day.

iii. Recreation trips, snack bar expenses during business trips,
special equipment such as phonograph records, athletic equipment, parties etc.
comes to circa 50 DM plus .10.00 per month.

iv. Rationed supplies including soap, cigarettes, shaving equipment,
liquor, coffee, sugar, chocolate, etc. averages :1.08.00 per month for the six
CARTHAGES.

v. Laundry and incidental services come to about 40 DM month1y4
vi. Maintenance expenses on two safe houses average 60 DM per

month. No rent is paid.

2. CSOB:

A. Personnel,and Duties:

CASS0NARY . 3 - Chief ..agent
CASSOWARY 4',..,Deputy chief agent
CASSOWARY 6'=. Jumpmester
CAPELI0f CE Source
CASKET 126 CE Source

b. Tyne of Clearance:
The files at 65'07-Contain evidence that any of these peo ple have

ever received full operational clearance, although all the "projects" involving
these ['I've men have had Washington approval. The PR,L's on CASSOJARY 3, part 1
and, Part 2, were forwarded under r:GMA-1037 (22 'larch 1949) and MGA-1148
(6 May 1949) respectively. The Plt. Part 1 on CASSOWARY 4 and field name trace
results on CASaMARY 4 were forwarded under MGHA-1007 (6 :1Pnell 1949) and under
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MGKA-7187 (29 March 1949) respectively. CASSOWARY 6's PRQ, Part 1 went out
under MGMA-1243 (7 June 1949). CATELTN's biography was forwarded to Headquarters
in February 1952 by C.	 :a under MGMA-08530 and 08696. CASKET'S

.PRQ Part I was sent in 1949 (reference unknown) by C:	 CAPELIN and
CASEET have been considered as part of the AERODYNAMIC project because they
are paid out of AERCDYNARaC funds.

c. CASSOWARIES 3, 4 and 6 receive no salary or living expense money
although they get / 4 cartons of cigarettes apiece montly plus 2 bottles of
liquor apiece monthly as well. as Ik lbs of coffee per person.,

The CASSOWARY 1 newspaper is subsidized by us to the extent of
14000 DM. About thirty CASSOWARY 1 members or sympathizers are employed by
the paper.

•	 The CASSOWARIES receive 350 DM per month for the purchase of
gasoline for their personally owned vehicle.

Tn addition railway trips that the CASSOWARIES take on our
behalf, cost us an average of 150 DM per month. Most of the trips are
between Munich, Landsberg, CSOB/K and Bonn (where two returnees of the P A

- program reside). There is no rent on the one safe apartment which is in
Army controlled billets.

VOr1614-4	 GAMIN receives only 250 DM per month salary. (From Boris •
Lanttsky he receives an equal amount.) As of 1 January 1951 we have rented
a safe apartment for meetings with CAPELIN. This rent cost varies according
to' the season of the year: in the cold months when heat is needed; it comes
to 105 DM; in the warm months 80 DM. CAPELIN also receives six cartons of

. cigarettes (his wife smokes too) and .two bottles of liquor per month.

CASKET get ten cartons of cigarettes per month and that is all.
No safe apartment provided.

Landsberg Area "B": 

a. Personnel and Duties:

(1) Identity,1 - Commander—P°6
(2) Identity 2 - 2nd in command-
(3) Identity 3 - Guard-P o f.--
(4) Identity 4 - Guard- Foc'

'1
5) Identity 5 - Guard- t04-
6) Identity 6 - Guard
(7) Identity 7 - Guard- PD

(8) Identity 8 - Guard
(9) Identity 9 - Guard

1

 10) Identity 10 - Guard
11 Identity 11 - Guard
12 Identity 12 - Guard
13 Identity 13 - Guard	 SF- CRET
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(14) Identity 14 - Chief Cook
(15) Identity 15 - Asst cook
(16) Identity 16 - KP
(17) Identity 17 - Driver and vehicle mechanic
(18) Identity 18 - Furnaceman
(19) Identity 10 - Electrician
(20 Identity 20 - Handyman 'and weapons room

files are

The Chief
received

b. Type of Clearance: 

A supplement on this subject will be sent since some of the
at CSOB, some at CSOB/K and some at Landsberg.

c. Each man, except the Chief cook, receives 250 DM salary monthly.
cook receives 300 DM since he was guaranteed the same salaryzhe
"in civilian life" at the time of his recruitment.

Approximately 50.00 is spent each month for recreation:
athletic equipment, etc. 	 •

Laundry; mainly from the kitchen, averages 150 DM a month.

Miscellaneous equipment and maintenance of clothes and other
items averages 300 DM per month.

Rationed supplies (per week per man: one carton of cigarettes,
two or three bars of soap, four chocolate bars) come to about $100.00 per month.
No liquor ration although coca cola and beer are included under food.

Food averages 4000 DM plus 300.0O monthly. This comes out
in dollars to 11.90 per man Per day counting the two American staff members.

(The food is excellent and is calculated to make up for the
fact that these men have less freedom than do the members of a normal Labor
Service Company.)

Medical expenses including dentist bills, etc. average
100 Dliper month.

d. The main installations at Landsberg consist of two buildings,
an Office building and a combination barrack-building and mess hallo


